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Lesson ９ Father of the Paralympic GamesPROMINENCE English Communication Ⅰ
Part ２

(2) Read the following sentences and fill in the blanks with the proper word.
Please refer to the word list in (1).＊

1. We only sell things of the best .( )quality
「 窓の）桟」2. *Barred windows their escape.( )prevented * （

3. Our company about 60 new college graduates a year.( )hires
4. He helped me the box up.( )lift

過去形で5. I that no one was watching.( )( )made sure *

(3) Answer the proper words with each meaning below.
feeling or having no hope1 hopeless

the weight or power that is produced when something pushes something else2 pressure

the state that something is in3 condition

the number of times something happens or is done during a certain period of time4 rate

the fact of continuing to live or exist5 survival

(5) Summary Complete the following sentences in English. *sample
< >1st Paragraph

the patients in the hospital were suffering from serious injuries, reallyMost of
depressed and not interested in doing anything,

Guttmann decided to change the situation.and
< >2nd Paragraph

improved the quality of medical care,First, Guttmann
he would often come to the hospital to check on the nurses' work, the roomand

condition, and the quality of the patrients' food.
< >3rd Paragraph

encouraged the patients to keep hope for recovery to return to society,Guttmann
hired a physical trainer to make them lift weights and move to build up theirand

strength.

(6)Q & A Answer the questions below in English.
1. What are most patients in the hospital told?

They were told that they would never be able to walk again and that they had a
.short time to live

2. Why did Guttmann come to the hospital in the middle of the night?

.To make sure that the nurses were following his instructions

3. What did the physical trainer do for the patients?

.He made them lift weights and move to build up their strength

4. What would you do for the patients so that they could "keep hope for recovery to return to
society?"

I would introduce comedy as one therapy. This is because I（例）

heard that laughing is good for health.

＜解答例＞


